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KWANTLEN
POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY
» INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
» PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION
» HANDS-ON LEARNING
So you’ve decided to go international.
Maybe you’re an adventure-seeker, looking for exciting new experiences.
Or maybe you’ve been inspired by your family to seek opportunities away
from home. Your reasons are as unique as you are—but one thing is certain:
you’re doing it for your future.
Here at KPU, we’ve inspired, nurtured, and shaped the futures of 250,000+
students, thousands of whom are international students, just like you. They’ve
gone on to become exceptional leaders and innovators in their fields—whether
it’s as computer engineers, as fashion designers, as advertising executives, or
as myriad other things. You can, too.
»»

If you want to study somewhere safe—in a place where you and
your family will be at ease;

»»

If you want to study somewhere supportive—at a university that
will feel like a home;

»»

If you want to study somewhere career-focused—at a school that
will give you the tools and experience to be work-ready in whatever
field you choose…

»»

You want to study at KPU.

Because when you enroll here, you’re not just starting your studies.
You’re starting your future in Canada.
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METRO
VANCOUVER

TEMPERATE WEATHER » BREATHTAKING NATURE » MULTICULTURAL, MODERN CITIES
Whether you feel energized by the buzz of a vibrant city or enjoy exploring the quiet of
the great outdoors, you’ll love it here. Metro Vancouver is a safe, fun, and exciting region
that’s consistently listed as one of the best places in the world in which to live. It’s no
wonder there are over 150,000 international students like you who are studying in Metro
Vancouver and other parts of British Columbia1.
Welcome to your new home.
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#1 IN CANADA FOR
QUALITY OF LIVING2

2.4 MILLION
RESIDENTS3

191 LANGUAGES
SPOKEN4

1. Source: Student Transitions Project, “International Students in BC’s Education Systems,” 2018. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/data-research/stp/
stp-international-research-results.pdf 2. Source: Mercer Quality of Living Rankings, 2019 https://mobilityexchange.mercer.com/Insights/quality-of-living-rankings 3. Source: Statistics Canada.
2017. Vancouver [Census metropolitan area], British Columbia and British Columbia [Province] (table). Census Profile. 2016 Census. https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/
dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E. 4. Source: CBC 2012 https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/english-remains-top-mother-tongue-in-toronto-area-1.1249550.
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KPU
CAMPUSES
KPU’S FIVE CAMPUSES ARE STRATEGICALLY SITUATED IN CENTRAL
LOCATIONS ACROSS METRO VANCOUVER, SO YOU’RE NEVER FAR
FROM ACCESSING THE SERVICES THAT YOU NEED.
KPU Civic Plaza » KPU Langley » KPU Richmond » KPU Surrey » KPU Tech
There’s even a free KPU shuttle that travels between KPU Surrey, KPU Langley, and KPU Tech!
Wherever you are, we’ll be there for you.
Check it out for yourself! Book a campus tour:
 kpu.ca/international/campus-tour
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POSSIBLE
WHAT IS POSSIBLE? ANYTHING. WHETHER YOU WANT
TO START A BUSINESS, SAVE LIVES, BETTER THE
ENVIRONMENT, OR TEACH THE NEXT GENERATION,
YOUR POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS AND THEY START
RIGHT HERE, IN THE COMMUNITIES YOU'LL BE A PART
OF AND THE ONES YOU'LL SOON CALL HOME.
We’ll prove it to you.
Our five Metro Vancouver campuses allow you to stay relevant and
stay connected. That means you’ll see and experience the difference
you’re making first-hand. We’ll help you get involved and collaborate
with professional organizations, community groups, and industry
leaders. As Canada’s only polytechnic university, we’re committed to
giving you unparalleled experiences that set you up for success.
You can make a difference and become part of something bigger.
So what is possible? Anything. And we’ll prove it to you right here.
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POSSIBLE

To build a steady house, we need good bricks.
So ELS provided me with a good background
on which to build my career in primary school
education.” – Lyn Nguyen, GRAD, ENGLISH LANGUAGE
STUDIES (ELS)
English Language Studies at KPU helped Lyn improve
both her reading and writing skills, taking her closer to her
career goals. She credits her wonderful experience to the
instructors at KPU who were committed to assisting her,
every step of the way.
 kpu.ca/aca

ACADEMIC AND CAREER ADVANCEMENT
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WHAT IS

Faculty of Academic &
Career Advancement
Take the next step in your education,
work towards your CAREER GOALS, and
build on your skills and experience while
you take upgrading courses, further your
studies, and PREPARE FOR WORK IN
YOUR FIELD OF CHOICE.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31
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ARTS

WHAT IS
POSSIBLE
KPU not only taught me how to communicate;
it reinforced my passion and ultimately led me
into a career.” – Hayley Woodin, GRAD, BACHELOR OF
JOURNALISM
Few people go from beauty queen to conflict-zone reporting,
but for Hayley that's exactly what happened. A previous Miss
White Rock and Miss British Columbia Ambassador, Hayley
came to KPU to study journalism. Here she traveled, trained,
and tapped into her passion for writing.
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 kpu.ca/arts

Faculty of Arts

Other degrees prepare you for the
known; an arts degree prepares
you for the unknown. Build a SOLID
FOUNDATION IN CREATIVE AND CRITICAL
THINKING while you explore social and
cultural issues in humanities, social
sciences, fine arts, and more.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31

BUSINESS
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POSSIBLE

KPU gave me a positive outlook on the business
world.” – Ayanthi Samarasinghe (Sri Lankha),
GRAD, BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP
For Ayanthi, business is about giving back to the
community—something she learned at KPU through
community outreach and mentorship. Now working in client
care management at the Royal Bank, Ayanthi continues
to volunteer in her spare time, carrying her business
philosophy forward.
 kpu.ca/business

School of Business

Develop the real-world skills, knowledge,
and PRACTICAL KNOW-HOW to succeed
in the business world. Explore how to
operate market-leading companies,
develop impactful corporate social
responsibility, and DISCOVER WHAT
MAKES AN INSPIRED LEADER.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31
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DESIGN
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POSSIBLE

KPU helped me turn my passion into a career.”

Wilson School of Design

– Chanelle Percival (Australia), STUDENT, GRAPHIC

If you have an EYE FOR DESIGN, a head
for business, and a SKETCHBOOK FULL
OF IDEAS, the Wilson School of Design
is for you. Push yourself to your creative
limits and prepare for a dynamic FUTURE
IN THE DESIGN INDUSTRY.

DESIGN FOR MARKETING DESIGN
Chanelle came to KPU from Edith Cowan University in
Australia to study graphic design as an exchange student.
Studying at KPU gave her the opportunity to apply her skills
in a real-world setting, with real life clients which highlighted
the importance of being adaptable in the workforce.
Chanelle enjoyed bringing conceptual designs to life and is
proud that her work will live on in Vancouver through local
projects she contributed to.
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 kpu.ca/design

See program details for requirements P26 – 31

HEALTH
I don't want to retire yet because I love to pass on
my knowledge and skills to students. I am proud
to be teaching at KPU, the first public university
in Canada to run a TCM program.” – Dr. Steve Chan,
FACULTY, TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
Dr. Chan began his career as an engineer, but after hurting his
spine in an accident he became passionate about providing help
to those living with pain. He then studied Traditional Chinese
Medicine and earned a doctoral degree in medicine. As an
engineer-doctor, Dr. Chan has specialized knowledge in body
kinetics and treating traumatic injuries.
 kpu.ca/health

WHAT IS
POSSIBLE

Faculty of Health

If you thrive on helping others and
want to make your mark in the evolving
healthcare field, our Faculty of Health
has several UNIQUE AND IN-DEMAND
PROGRAMS in health and wellness to
prepare you for an exciting career.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31
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SCIENCE & HORTICULTURE

WHAT IS
POSSIBLE
What I most appreciated was the focus on
growing sustainably.” – Justin Vanderploeg,

DIPLOMA IN HORTICULTURE AND BBA
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP

Justin’s interest in organic produce and sustainable farming
practices isn’t surprising—his family owns a 30 acre farm that
supplies their own fruit and vegetable store. After considering
other programs, Justin chose KPU because of the emphasis
on sustainability and hands-on approach to learning. With
no plans to slow down, Justin is furthering his studies and
pursuing a degree in entrepreneurial leadership.
14

 kpu.ca/science-hort

Faculty of Science &
Horticulture
Conduct experiments, innovate, and
explore the world around you. Learn
the latest theories and discoveries and
WORK IN THE FIELD as you research
solutions for real-world problems.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31

TRADES & TECHNOLOGY

WHAT IS
POSSIBLE
I am very excited about the career opportunities
for my students. At KPU, I receive great satisfaction
from teaching people to apply the concepts
and skills necessary to help them navigate a
course to their destination.” – Ron Murray, FACULTY,
MECHATRONICS AND ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY (not pictured)

Ron Murray is a Master Electrician in British Columbia. He
began teaching at KPU in 2010 and has since spearheaded
the development of the Mechatronics and Advanced
Manufacturing Technology (MAMT) diploma program.
 kpu.ca/trades

Faculty of Trades
& Technology

If you love to build, repair, and create
then it’s time to trade up. Get the
SPECIALIZED TRAINING, experience, and
foundational knowledge you need to put
your talents to work in a successful and
IN-DEMAND CAREER IN TRADES.
See program details for requirements P26 – 31
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#kpulife

YOUR EDUCATION IS A BIG PART
OF YOUR LIFE AND IT GOES
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM.

16
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Whether it’s through volunteering,
joining fun student clubs, or attending
KPU’s many student events, you’ll find
a community here that will make your
university experience as unique and
engaging as you are.

HOW CAN I
VOLUNTEER OR
APPLY FOR A JOB?

 kpu.ca/careers

Did you know that international students can work
while they study at KPU? The Career Development
Centre and your KPU International advisors can
help you build your professional network and gain
valuable experience to complement your education.
Build your resume and cover letter, practice your
interview skills, and participate in opportunities on
campus and beyond.

HOW CAN I
STAY ACTIVE?

 kpu.ca/sportrec

Take a study break and get moving! With a fitness
centre on multiple campuses, and a gymnasium at
KPU Surrey, you can drop in for recreation classes
like yoga, strength training, and dance, or sign up
for an intramural league or tournament playing
soccer, basketball, badminton, ping pong, and
more with friends.

HOW CAN I TRAVEL
(EVEN MORE)?

 kpu.ca/studyabroad

Why not go even farther? Whether it’s for a few weeks
or a few months, there are many opportunities to
see the world with KPU. Travel with your classmates
and instructor for several weeks as part of a field
school, spend your summer abroad with KPU’s
summer schools, or even study abroad for an entire
semester. You’ll earn KPU credits and pay KPU
tuition when you do.
Refer to page 33 for more information.

HOW CAN I MAKE
NEW FRIENDS?

 kpu.ca/international/current-students
Our fun and dedicated student life team is always
planning exciting events on campus, field trips off
campus (and even to different cities!), informative
workshops, and more. Mark your calendar and drop
by—you’re bound to have a good time and meet a
friend, or several!
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WHERE
CAN I LIVE?

 kpu.ca/international/accommodations
Though KPU doesn’t have on-campus housing, KPU’s
campuses are all located centrally in Metro Vancouver
so your housing options are vast and varied.
Experience Canadian culture through a homestay
program, share a home with fellow students, or rent
an apartment on your own—it’s up to you! Whatever
you decide, we’ll provide resources, support, and
encouragement to help you make your transition.
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WHAT IF I
NEED HELP?

 kpu.ca/international/

internationalstudents

Moving abroad for your studies can be scary but it
doesn’t have to be difficult! No matter where you
are in your journey, we’re here to support you. Our
international student services and supports are
available to assist you as you work towards your
academic, professional, and personal goals. Whether
you need help course planning, want to find a tutor to
review your next paper, or are looking for information
on settling in as a newcomer to Canada, we’ve got you
covered.

WHAT CAN I
GRADUATE WITH?
KPU OFFERS 120+ UNIQUE PROGRAMS AT THE PREPARATORY,
UNDERGRADUATE, AND GRADUATE LEVELS. Depending on your program of
study, you can graduate with a certificate, diploma, associate degree, bachelor’s degree, postbaccalaureate diploma, or graduate diploma. KPU even offers dual credential opportunities
that lead to master’s degrees.

CERTIFICATE

DIPLOMA

ASSOCIATE
DEGREE

BACHELOR’S
DEGREE

POSTBACCALAUREATE
DIPLOMA

GRADUATE
DIPLOMA

12
Months

2
Years

2
Years

4
Years

1.5-2
Years

1-2
Years

30
Credits

60
Credits

60
Credits

120
Credits

30-48
Credits

36
Credits

Programs at KPU are categorized as either
open intake or limited intake »
Open intake programs are open for admission at every intake cycle (Fall, Spring, and
Summer) until all available seats for that intake are filled or the application deadline has
passed. If you apply by the application deadline, meet the admission requirements, and
an available seat can be confirmed, you will be offered admission.
Limited intake programs admit only a select number of students per intake cycle.
Not all limited intake programs are offered at all intakes, and application deadlines
are much earlier than for open intake programs. In general, they have supplementary
admission requirements (such as portfolio reviews, interviews, GPA/minimum
grade requirements for specific subjects) in addition to the general KPU admission
requirements. These programs are often quite competitive, so you are not guaranteed
admission to the program even if you meet all admission requirements and apply by the
application deadline.
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KPU-SUMAS
PARTNERSHIP
Graduate Diploma & Master’s Degree
Dual Credentials
Thanks to an innovative partnership between Kwantlen Polytechnic
University and the Sustainability Management School (SUMAS)
in Switzerland, you’re only five courses away from earning a master’s
degree from SUMAS after completing your KPU graduate diploma
in business administration! Plus, you’ll continue to pay the same
competitive KPU tuition rates.
 kpu.ca/international/partnerships/sumas

Why the Sustainability Management
School (SUMAS)?
The Swiss business school SUMAS is globally regarded as an industry
leader in sustainability and responsible management education. This
unique school offers master’s programs that integrate exceptional
academic education with hands-on experience in partnership with top
companies, so your studies here will allow you to gain the experience
you need to elevate your career.

Study your way
20

Online

On-campus
in Switzerland

Blended

Each KPU graduate diploma leads to five possible master’s degrees from
SUMAS. The choice is yours!
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Green Business
Management &
Sustainability

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Global Business
Management

MBA in SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

MBA IN FINANCE AND RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

MAM in SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

MAM IN SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

MAM in SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

MAM IN SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

MAM in SUSTAINABLE FASHION

MAM IN SUSTAINABLE FASHION

MAM in SUSTAINABLE HOSPITALITY

MAM IN SUSTAINABLE HOSPITALITY

Entry into master’s programs subject to SUMAS admission requirements .
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WHAT WILL
IT COST?
KPU tuition is calculated on a per-credit basis, with each credit costing $658.03. While some programs
have a set schedule that require you to complete 15 credits per semester, most programs give you the
flexibility to study at your own pace. In general, full-time students at KPU take between 9 to 15 credits per
semester—about 3 to 5 courses.
 kpu.ca/tuitionestimator

ESTIMATED TUITION FEES PER YEAR
9 CREDITS/SEMESTER (3 Courses)

Semester 1

Semester 2

Total

Tuition Fees

$5,922.27

$5,922.27

$11,844.54

Student Fees (includes fees for libraries, technologies, student life, transit,
and health insurance)
Total Fees

$1,130.43

$728.28

$1,858.71

$7,052.70

$6,650.55

$13,703.25

12 CREDITS/SEMESTER (4 Courses)

Semester 1

Semester 2

Total

Tuition Fees

$7,896.36

$7,896.36

$ 15,792.72

$1,300.20

$898.05

$ 2,198.25

$9,196.56

$8,794.41

$17,990.97

15 CREDITS/SEMESTER (5 Courses)

Semester 1

Semester 2

Total

Tuition Fees

$9,870.45

$9,870.45

$19,740.90

$1,465.83

$1,063.68

$2,529.51

$11,336.28

$10,934.13

$22,270.41

Student Fees (includes fees for libraries, technologies, student life, transit,
and health insurance)
Total Fees

Student Fees (includes fees for libraries, technologies, student life, transit,
and health insurance)
Total Fees

Please note that the tuition costs and student fees presented in this document (current as of August 31, 2019) are subject to change without notice.
Rates are listed in Canadian dollars. For the most up-to-date tuition costs, visit calendar.kpu.ca/registration/tuition-mandatory-student-fees/

Curious about how much your entire program will cost?
See Program Details P26-31
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ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS

READY TO APPLY TO KPU? MAKE SURE YOU’RE FAMILIAR WITH THE ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR INTENDED PROGRAM OF STUDY.

Undergraduate Admission
To be admitted as a student in an undergraduate program (i.e. a certificate, diploma, associate degree,
or bachelor’s degree program), you will have to show that:
»» You meet KPU’s English proficiency requirement
»» You have graduated high school (secondary school) OR completed 24+ credits of
undergraduate-level credits with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0.

Post-baccalaureate Admission
To be admitted as a student in a post-baccalaureate program, you will have to show that:
»» You meet KPU’s English proficiency requirement
»» You have graduated from a bachelor’s degree program*

Graduate Admission
To be admitted as a student in a graduate program, you will have to show that:
»» You meet KPU’s English proficiency requirement
»» You have graduated from a bachelor’s degree program with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.67
In addition to the general undergraduate, post-baccalaureate, and graduate admission requirements
noted here, many programs will have additional program requirements.
*Some programs may accept a combination of a relevant diploma and work experience in lieu. See Program Details P26 – 31.
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ENGLISH PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENT
English is the primary language of study at KPU, so you’ll have to meet the English proficiency
requirement in order to be admitted. Luckily, there are many ways to fulfill the requirement.
Check out the chart below for your options—you’ll only need to fulfill one of them.
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
»» BC High School: Completion of BC
English 12 or English Literature 12 with a
minimum grade of C+ or
»» British Curriculum: Completion of
OR
the General Certificate of Secondary
Education - GCSE A-Level or AS-Level
English (non-ESL) with a minimum grade
of C or
»» International Baccalaureate: Completion
of IB English A1/A2 (HL or SL) with a
minimum grade of 3 (or C+) or
»» Advanced Placement (AP): Completion of
AP English Language and Composition or
AP English Literature and Composition
with a minimum grade of 2 (or C+)
OR

»» Completion of 3 credits of undergraduate English
with a minimum grade of C-, from a recognized postsecondary institution where English is the primary
language of instruction or
»» Graduation from a baccalaureate degree or two-year
diploma program or
»» Successful completion of two years of study (60 credits)
at the undergraduate level, with a minimum CGPA of
2.0, at a recognized post-secondary institution where
English is the primary language of instruction
OR
TESTING OPTIONS
(Tests results must remain valid until the first day of class.)
»» KPU English Placement Test with placement into ENGL
1100 or

KPU COURSES
»» Completion of ELST 0381 and ELST 0383 (or
equivalents) with a minimum grade of B in
both or ELST 0381 with a minimum grade
of B and a KPU placement score higher
OR
than ELST 0383 level or
»» Completion of ENGQ 1091, 1092 or 1099 (or
equivalents) with a minimum grade of C
OR
ILAC PATHWAY COURSES

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

»» IELTS: overall band of 6.5 with a minimum 6.0 in each
band, taken within the last two years or
»» TOEFL: score of IBT 88 or higher, with no sub-score less
than 20, taken within the last two years or
»» CAEL: score of 70 with no sub-score less than 60, taken
within the last two years or
»» PTE: score of 61 or higher, taken within the last two years
or
»» LPI: Level 5 with an essay score of 30 or higher, taken
within the last two years

»» Completion of ILAC Pathway 3.3

Tip! If you want to enter an open intake undergraduate program but you don’t meet the
English proficiency requirement, you can still be admitted to KPU through the
KPU Pathway.
24

THE KPU
PATHWAY
» ENGLISH UPGRADING » MULTIPLE ENTRY POINTS
» SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
 kpu.ca/pathway
The KPU Pathway is a preparatory English upgrading program that allows you to improve your English while
gradually transitioning to undergraduate studies. Once you complete the pathway, you will automatically be
admitted to your undergraduate program!

Who is eligible for the pathway and how do I apply?
Any student who wishes to enter an open intake undergraduate program is eligible to be admitted through
the pathway. Luckily, there’s no separate pathway application, so you only have to apply to KPU. We’ll
automatically consider you for admission to your program through the pathway if you don’t meet the
English requirement. Simple!

How does the Pathway work?
The pathway has four levels, each with a set of required courses that are designed to improve your English
proficiency. When you apply to KPU, we’ll assess your English to see which level is the best place for you to
start. Wherever you start you’ll continue moving up through the levels until you complete pathway level 4.
By that time, you’ll be ready to fully transition into your undergraduate program.

Can I take non-pathway courses while in pathway?
Yes! Students in pathway levels 2-4 will be able to take approved undergraduate courses that count towards
their credential.
Pathway Level 1

Pathway Level 2

Pathway Level 3

Pathway Level 4

English Upgrading
Courses

English Upgrading
Courses

English Upgrading
Courses

3-4 Undergraduate
Courses

+ 1 Undergraduate
Course

+ 2 Undergraduate
Courses
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PROGRAM DETAILS
 calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az

Academic Calendar valid until August 31, 2020.

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY /
DURATION
Global Business
Management
»»2 years

School of Business

Green Business
Management &
Sustainability
»»2 years

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Successful
»
completion of a recognized undergraduate or graduate
degree with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.67
»A
» statement of intent in the program, including relevant studies and
work experience
»Two
»
professional references stating suitability for the program

Limited Intake
Sep, Jan

$25647.63
»»36 Credits

POST- BACCALAUREATE DIPLOMAS
FACULTY

School of Business

School of Design

AREAS OF STUDY /
DURATION

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

Accounting
»»2 years

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Successful
»
completion of a recognized bachelor degree in any
discipline

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$34177.59
»»48 Credits

Operations and
Supply Chain
Management
(also Co-op)
»»2 years

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Successful
»
completion of a recognized undergraduate degree or
Successful completion of a recognized technical or science diploma,
along with a minimum of 5 years of related technical, scientific,
operational, or supply chain work experience

Technical
Management and
Services
»»2 years

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Successful
»
completion of a recognized undergraduate or graduate
degree in science or technology (e.g. applied sciences, computer
sciences, engineering, information technology, natural sciences) or
Successful completion of a recognized technical or science diploma,
along with a minimum of 5 years of related technical, scientific, or
operational work experience. (KPU will require a resume from these
applicants to make an admission decision.)

Limited Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$23515.14
»»33 Credits

Technical Apparel
Design
»»1.5 years

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Successful
»
completion of a recognized undergraduate degree
»Letter
»
of Interest package
»» Interview

Limited Intake
Sep

$21382.65
»»30 Credits

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$85357.35
»»120 Credits

4 YEARS - BACHELOR’S DEGREES
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY
Anthropology
Asian Studies
Creative Writing
Criminology (Also
Co-op)
English
Fine Arts
General Studies

Faculty of Arts

Geography, Applied
History
Journalism
Philosophy (Also
Honours)
Policy Studies
Political Science
Psychology (Also
Honours)
Sociology
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4 YEARS - BACHELOR’S DEGREES
FACULTY

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$85357.35
»»120 Credits

Limited Intake
Sep

$85357.35
»»120 Credits

Biology

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: English 12 (B) or equivalent
and Level B1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Chemistry 12 (C+) or
equivalent and Physics 12 (C-) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$98152.29
»»138 Credits

Health Science

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: English 12 (B) or equivalent and
Level B1 of the Math Alternatives Table

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$96730.63
»»136 Credits

Mathematics

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level B1 of the Math
Alternatives Table and Chemistry 12 (C+) or equivalent and Physics 12
(C-) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$86779.01
»»122 Credits

Physics for Modern
Technology

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: English 12 (B) or equivalent
and Level A1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Chemistry 12 (C+) or
equivalent and Physics 12 (C) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$90333.16
»»127 Credits

Plant Health

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level C1 of the Math Alternatives
Table and Chemistry 11 (C+) or Chemistry 12 (C-) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$86779.01
»»122 Credits

AREAS OF STUDY

REQUIREMENTS

Business
Administration in
Accounting (Also
Co-op)
Business
Administration in
Entrepreneurial
Leadership
(Also Co-op)

School of Business

Business
Administration in
Human Resources
Management
(Also Co-op)

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Business
Administration in
Marketing
Management
(Also Co-op)

School of Design

Business
Administration
in Information
Technology
(Also Co-op)

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level E1 of the Math Alternatives
Table

Fashion &
Technology

»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Portfolio
»
Review and Orientation Session

Graphic Design for
Marketing
Interior Design
Product Design

Faculty of Science &
Horticulture

»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Portfolio
»
Review and Interview Session
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PROGRAM DETAILS continued
4 YEARS - BACHELOR’S DEGREES
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

Sustainable
Agriculture

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: English 12 (B) or equivalent
and Level C1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Chemistry 11 (C+) or
Chemistry 12 (C+) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$85357.35
»»120 Credits

Urban Ecosystems

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level E1 of the Math Alternatives
Table and Chemistry 11 (C+) or Chemistry 12 (C+) or equivalent

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$86068.18
»»121 Credits

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$42707.55
»»60 Credits

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

Faculty of Science &
Horticulture

2 YEARS - ASSOCIATE DEGREES
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY
Anthropology
Asian Studies
Creative Writing
Criminology
English

Faculty of Arts

General Studies
Geography

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

History
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

School of Business

Economics

General Science
Faculty of Science &
Horticulture

Mathematics

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level B1 of the Math Alternatives
Table
»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level B1 of the Math
Alternatives Table and Chemistry 12 (C+) or equivalent and Physics 12
(C-) or equivalent

2 YEARS - DIPLOMAS
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY
Arts

Faculty of Arts

Criminology
Fine Arts
Accounting
Business
Administration

School of Business

Business Management
Computer
Information Systems
(Also Co-op)
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»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level E1 of the Math Alternatives
Table

$42707.55
»»60 Credits
Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

2 YEARS - DIPLOMAS
FACULTY

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$42707.55
»»60 Credits

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Portfolio
»
Review and Orientation Session (Fashion & Technology)
»Letter
»
of Interest Package and Information Session (Fashion
Marketing)

Limited Intake
Sep

$42707.55
»»60 Credits

Traditional
Chinese Medicine Acupuncture

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»» Graduation from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Interview
»
by the Program Coordinator and/or letters of reference if
requested
»Canadian
»
CPR Level C Certificate (CPR certification must remain
current throughout the program)
»Criminal
»
Record Check through the Ministry of Public Safety and
Solicitor General's Criminal Records Review Program (within 6
months prior to the start of the program)
»Applicants
»
who have lived outside of Canada as an adult are required
to provide criminal record history from their country of origin

Limited Intake
Sep

$61189.13
»»86 Credits

Brewing and
Brewery Operations

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Portfolio
»
Review
»A
» minimum 19 years of age by the first day of classes
»Both
»
Chemistry 11 (C+) or equivalent and Level E1 of the Math
Alternatives Table or Recommendation by the Admissions Selection
Committee

Limited Intake
Sep

$44129.21
»»62 Credits

Computer Aided
Design and Drafting
(Also Co-op)

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
C1 of the Math Alternatives Table or Successful placement
through CADD Math Test
»CADD
»
Information session or Interview with CADD department
representative

Limited Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$46261.70
»»65 Credits

Environmental
Protection
Technology (Also
Co-op)

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
E1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Chemistry 11 (C+) or
equivalent

Limited Intake
Sep

$65454.11
»»92 Credits

Horticulture
Technology
» Landscape
Horticulture
Systems
Specialization
» Sustainable
Production
Horticulture
Specialization
» Turf Management
Specialization

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level G1 of the Math
Alternatives Table

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$44840.04
»»63 Credits

AREAS OF STUDY
General Business
Studies

School of Business

Marketing
Management (Also
Co-op)
Fashion and
Technology

School of Design
Fashion Marketing

Faculty of Health

Faculty of Science &
Horticulture
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PROGRAM DETAILS continued
2 YEARS - DIPLOMAS
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

Faculty of Trades &
Technology

Mechatronics
and Advanced
Manufacturing
Technology

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
E1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Physics 11 or equivalent

Limited Intake
Sep

$42880.80
»»60 Credits

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$21382.65
»»30 Credits

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Approximately
»
100 hours of successful experience volunteering or
working with children or youth, preferably in schools
»Information
»
session
»Criminal
»
Record review issued by the BC Ministry of Public Safety and
Solicitor General.

Limited Intake
Sep

$24225.97
»»34 Credits

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Other
»
program recommendations: Level E1 of the math
Alternatives Table (Computer Information Systems)

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$21382.65
»»30 Credits

Legal Administrative
Studies

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Basic
»
keyboarding skills are also recommended

Limited Intake
Sep

$23515.14
»»33 Credits

NGO and Nonprofit
Studies

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0

Open Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$21382.65
»»30 Credits

1 YEAR - CERTIFICATES
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY
Arts
Criminology
Fine Arts

Faculty of Arts
Education Assistant

Accounting
Computer
Information
Systems
(Also Co-op)

School of Business
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General Business
Studies

1 YEAR - CERTIFICATES
FACULTY

AREAS OF STUDY

REQUIREMENTS

INTAKE/START DATE

TUITION &
STUDENT FEES

School of Design

Foundations in
Design

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Portfolio
»
Review and Reflective Written Statement

Limited Intake
Sep

$21382.65
»»30 Credits

Computer Aided
Design and Drafting

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
E1 of the Math Alternatives Table or Successful placement
through CADD Math Test
»CADD
»
Information session or Interview with CADD department
representative

Limited Intake
Sep, Jan, May

$22804.31
»»32 Credits

Engineering

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
A1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Physics 12 (C) or
equivalent and Chemistry 12 (C+) or equivalent

Limited Intake
Sep

$28490.95
»»40 Credits

Appliance Servicing

»English
»
10 (C) or KPU’s Vocational Trades English Reading Assessment
Part II with a minimum score of 50%
»Apprenticeship
»
and Workplace Mathematics (C) or Foundations of
Mathematics 10 (C) or Pre-calculus 10 (C) or KPU’s Vocational Trades
Mathematics Assessment with a minimum threshold score of 20%
»» Interview by an instructor (Note: admission for international
applicants requires approval of the Dean)

Limited Intake
Varies

$27819.08
»»34 Credits

Mechatronics
and Advanced
Manufacturing
Technology

»KPU’s
»
Undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement
»Graduation
»
from secondary school or Completion of 24 or more
transferrable post-secondary credits with a minimum GPA of 2.0
»Level
»
E1 of the Math Alternatives Table and Physics 11 or equivalent

Limited Intake
Sep

$21440.40
»»30 Credits

Faculty of Science
of Horticulture

Faculty of Trades &
Technology

Please note that all program details, requirements, and tuition and student fee costs are approximate and subject to
change. Please refer to the University Calendar (kpu.ca/calendar) for the most up-to-date information.
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CO-OPERATIVE
EDUCATION
Enhance Your Studies
Many KPU programs offer co-operative education, or co-op, which gives you the opportunity to alternate
between study and paid work semesters while completing your credential. Not only will you gain valuable
industry experience, you’ll hone your employable skills and grow your Canadian networks.
 kpu.ca/co-op

Programs with Co-op
Faculty of Business

BACHELOR
OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION IN
ACCOUNTING

BACHELOR
OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
IN ENTREPRENEURIAL
LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR
OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
IN HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR
OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
IN MARKETING
MANAGEMENT

POSTBACCALAUREATE
DIPLOMA IN OPERATIONS
AND SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF
TECHNOLOGY IN
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS DIPLOMA

MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
DIPLOMA

Faculty of Science & Faculty of Arts

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
CRIMINOLOGY

COMPUTER AIDED
DESIGN AND
DRAFTING DIPLOMA
(CADD)

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA

Full-time Co-op Tuition and Fees
COOP 1101: JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUES
FULL-TIME CO-OP WORK TERMS

REGISTERED
CREDITS 1

TUITION
$658.03

FEE
$46.06

REGISTERED
CREDITS 9

TUITION
$719.32

FEE
$50.35

Please note: completed co-op credits only count towards the co-op designation. Co-op credits are additive
credits that do not count towards the credits needed for the completion of your credential.
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STUDY
ABROAD

As an international student, KPU will be your new home base. But that doesn’t mean you can’t go
explore some more! KPU’s robust study abroad programs can take you all over the world—every year,
KPU sends students abroad to over 20 countries for exchange, field schools, and summer schools.
Whether you’re interested in travelling solo or with fellow classmates, these exciting learning
opportunities will boost your career and study competencies, grow your global networks, and leave you
with some unforgettable experiences. You can even use any credits you’ve earned while abroad towards
completing your KPU credential.
 kpu.ca/studyabroad

EXCHANGE

FIELD SCHOOLS

SUMMER SCHOOLS

40+ partner
institutions

Group experience led
by KPU instructors

Hosted by
partner institutions

1-2 semesters

2 weeks

2-4 weeks
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I'M READY TO APPLY

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Decide your
program of study
and determine
if you meet
the admission
requirements

Check the
application
deadlines

Apply online

Receive your Next
Steps Letter within
5-7 business days

Check your Online
Self Service
(OSS) and submit
any required
documents to
complete your
application

kpu.ca/apply

kpu.ca/
admission/
deadlines

calendar.kpu.ca/
programs-az/

If you want
to start in…
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SEPTEMBER (FALL SEMESTER)

JANUARY (SPRING SEMESTER)

Applications Open
October 1

Applications Open
February 1

Apply by (Limited Intake programs)
March 1

Apply by (Limited Intake Programs)
August 1

Apply by (Open Intake Programs)
April 1

Apply by (Open Intake Programs)
September 1

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

Receive your
Offer of Admission
Letter

Accept your Offer
of Admission by
submitting the
confirmation
deposit

Receive your
Acceptance
Package and
apply for your
study permit

Prepare for your
arrival! Submit
your study permit
to KPU, register
for courses, and
take the online
orientation

Attend in-person
orientation at
KPU!
kpu.ca/
orientation

MAY (SUMMER SEMESTER)
Applications Open
June 1
Apply by (Limited Intake Programs)
December 1

*Detailed information about processing
times of your application is available at
kpu.ca/international/future-students/
processing-times

Apply by (Open Intake Programs)
January 1

» kpu.ca/apply
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Where thought
meets action

12666 72 Avenue Surrey, BC Canada V3W 2M8
international@kpu.ca | 1.604.599.2866
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mykpu | @mykpu

